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DescriptionSpace racing 2 - fly a spaceship with antigravity engine. Take part in the race for rings on different planets in the galaxy. Become a galaxy race winner in this Android game. Complete exciting missions. Make a career of a professional driver, get rewards for the first places in the race. Buy spaceships of different models. Improve your engine, weapons and other ship systems. Maneuver on the
runway avoiding collisions. Challenge other pilots from different parts of the world. Game Features: High-quality graphics and soundFantastic spaceshipsHandy control systemDifferent game modesRating SUIVRE US Page 2 SUIVEZ-WE According to the authors of a new project called Space Racing 2, which is the sequel to the popular space racing game in the middle of the 22nd century, due to the fact
that humanity has received new sources of energy that fall to earth from space , people were able to rely on the many energy-efficient engines that the development of the galaxy was only a matter of time. For decades, humanity has explored the immense space. As a result of this leap in development began to appear and new types of sports and entertainment, one of the most popular races on the
spaceship, one of whose features was the ability to use weapons. In this format, you must compete in single mode and in online races with other players. APK ToolsSpace Racing 2 is a sci-fi racing game with incredible 3D graphics and great driving experience. As an anti-gravity spaceship pilot, it's time to start your career race, compete with other players and join online events on exotic planets! In the
22nd century, human civilization finally spread to space, from the solar system to the entire galaxy. The incalculable energy and minerals of the universe have brought enormous prosperity to the technological industry of the human world. The invention of the anti-matter engine and the relativistic speed booster transforms the entire galaxy into exciting race tracks and battlefields. Space Racing 2 Features:
Innovative combination of racing and battleCrisis and danger lurks in the universe. Get ready for the battle against darkness, customize your spaceship with armor and weapons! Different game modes and rewards As a space runner, complete his career goal, win different challenges, join online events and race with players in the arena are your duty. Take part in the mode you love and win different
rewards! Racing with online playersSP2 is a highly competitive racing game because you can run with real players all over the place Take on 1 out of 1 to rank and win rewards! Wonderful 3D graphics developed using advanced game engines, Space racing 2 has stunning 3D effects and the best control experience. Smooth Control and Addictive Antigravity Driving As the best space racing game with
millions of downloads, Space Racing 1 has been acclaimed for its great control game and driving experience. In SR2, we also improved the physical simulation system for anti-gravity trades. I want to Learn more about Space Racing 2? Follow us on Facebook for the racing news: SDKAndroid 4.0.x - Ice Cream Sandwich (SDK: 15)Update onMarch 8,
2017SignE9D12059043722FC8BE4A40305781CC9A81D68AAFile MD545e3468397006beba0e87eb62595cd33What's newUpdates for Version 1.1.8: Fixed the problem of unable to unlock chapter 13 Fixed the issue of player matching system in Arena modeModified AI player performanceFixed several UI minor bugsAdded Facebook LinkPermissionsView PermissionsVersion1.1.6Min SDKAndroid 4.0.x -
Ice Cream Sandwich (SDK: 15)Update onFebruary 17, 2017SignE9D12059043722FC8BE4A40305781CC9A81D68AAFile MD53050b0bb3c73b0f943f7bd7be9ab03e4What's newUpdates for Version 1.1.5 &amp; 1.1.6: New craft- Soundray has been added to our Class S collection! Chapter 13 with 8 new challenges has been added to the classic mode. Minor Bug is fixed and we have also changed the
design of the user interface. PermissionsView PermissionsVersion1.1.5Min SDKAndroid 4.0.x - Ice Cream Sandwich (SDK: 15)Update on February 15, 2017SignE9D12059043722FC8BE4A40305781CC9A81D68AAFile MD5adc42161f71142ae4b25e5b8b2ba4e7This the new updates for version 1.1.5: New craft- Soundray has been added to our class S collection! Chapter 13 with 8 new challenges has
been added to the classic mode. Minor Bug is fixed and we have also changed the design of the user interface. PermissionsView PermissionsVersion1.1.4Min SDKAndroid 4.0.x - Ice Cream Sandwich (SDK: 15)Update January 14, 2017SignE9D12059043722FC8BE4A40305781CC9A81D68AAFile MD5f7ffa770a98195ff9e6f4c22957e228eWhat's newUpdates for Version 1.1.4: datad of optimize some
levels. It will be more fun and more stimulating. PermissionsView PermissionsVersion1.1.1Min SDKAndroid 4.0.x - Ice Cream Sandwich (SDK: 15)Updated December 28, 2016SignE9D12059043722FC8BE4A40305781CC9A81D8AAFile MD5697d5e2be412a8112f2dbca517a8e91bWhat's newUpdates for 1.1.1:1. Adjust the difficulty of certain levels2. Improved user interface3. Add more wonderful
craftsmanship on racing4. Bugs fixedPermissionsView PermissionsVersion1.0.6Min SDKAndroid 4.0.x - Ice Cream Sandwich (SDK: 15)Update November 19, 2016SignE9D12059043722FC8BE4A40305781CC9A81D68AAFile MD5a00938a274c92fd4329d49e9e39d82b9What's newUpdates for 1.0.6:1. Improved display effects of craft2. Add 2 new trades3. Some fixed bugsPermissionsView Space Racing
Permissions 2 1.1.8 Description Space Racing 2 (Package Name: com.dreamgame.spaceracing2) is being developed by Dream Club and the latest version of Space Racing 2 1.1.8 was updated on March 7, 2017. Space Racing 2 is in the Action category. You can view all of the Space Racing 2 developer's apps and find 69 alternative apps to Space Racing 2 on Android. Currently, this application is free.
This app can be Android 4.0.3 on APKFab or Google Play. All APK/XAPK files on APKFab.com are original and 100% safe with quick download. Space Racing 2 is a sci-fi racing game with incredible 3D graphics and great driving experience. As antigravity as antigravity Driver, it's time to start your career race, compete with other players, and join online events on exotic planets! In the 22nd century, human
civilization finally spread to space, from the solar system to the entire galaxy. The incalculable energy and minerals of the universe have brought enormous prosperity to the technological industry of the human world. The invention of the anti-matter engine and the relativistic speed booster transforms the entire galaxy into exciting race tracks and battlefields. Space Racing 2 Features: Innovative
combination of racing and battleCrisis and danger lurks in the universe. Get ready for the battle against darkness, customize your spaceship with armor and weapons! Different game modes and rewards As a space runner, complete his career goal, win different challenges, join online events and race with players in the arena are your duty. Take part in the mode you love and win different rewards! Racing
with online playersSP2 is a highly competitive racing game because you can run with real players all over the universe! Take on 1 out of 1 to rank and win rewards! Wonderful 3D graphics developed using advanced game engines, Space racing 2 has stunning 3D effects and the best control experience. Smooth Control and Addictive Antigravity Driving As the best space racing game with millions of
downloads, Space Racing 1 has been acclaimed for its great control game and driving experience. In SR2, we also improved the physical simulation system for anti-gravity trades. Want to learn more about Space Racing 2? Follow us on Facebook for race news: Space Racing 2 1.1.8 Updates for version 1.1.8: Fixed the problem of not being able to unlock Chapter 13 Correction of the issue of matching
players in ArenaMod AI performance PlayerFixed several bugs Link Facebook Read more
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